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In Plain Sight: Printmaking from the Canadian
Prairies
My Beautiful
Domenico Patassini
Da tempo amici dalle praterie del Manitoba
(Canada) frequentano il pedemonte veneto: sulle
tracce dei giardini di Porcinai e dei lavori di Carlo
Scarpa, fra broli tagliati dal presuntuoso sprawl,
nel paesaggio collinare marosticense che sa ancora difendere idiomi ed ecosistemi. Definitive le
incursioni nel Canale di Brenta, dove lo sguardo
si è fissato come per incanto e gelosia: con la
speranza di essere riconosciuti dall’esistenza di ciò
che stanno guardando e di esservi inclusi.
Marc Trivier e John Berger in My Beautiful riconoscono in questa speranza la bellezza, la definiscono così.
E così sembrano viverla anche gli amici delle praterie, in esilio quando non sono qui.
Il Canale di Brenta è un magnete: lo è stato nella

storia di numerosi confini da tempi antichissimi,
lo è oggi perché luogo prezioso e turbato.
E, spesso, occorre essere in esilio dai luoghi per
poterne parlare.
In esilio è la vita di chi ha ceduto, la resistenza
dei superstiti nel ricordo dei padri, vanità per essere oggi in un luogo che vale.
In esilio è la storia locale, attenta e nervosa.
Contigua e avvolgente racconta e trasforma i suoi
monumenti: sentieri, case, culto, sorgenti. È il
corso del fiume.
Ma è gracile al tutto, ad uno spazio piccolo e grande: uno scrigno di acqua, terra ed aria di 20 chilometri cubi che nasce e muore in oscillazioni
lunghe e brevi, violato ad ogni ripresa. Questo
ciclo è sorgente di progetto, di un possibile restauro territoriale: dalle ferite più profonde, come
voragini di cava che appaiono dal cielo frane ciclopiche, alle assenze note, ricordate dal gioco acustico di flussi di acque e traffico, ma anche da

segni di opere pubbliche, di piccoli gesti e regole e di beni comuni.
Nuda si affaccia l’ecologia che su una fitta rete
idrica avrebbe il suo punto di forza. Popolazioni
e istituzioni abituate al confine potrebbero
“armarsi”, ma di armature culturali ed ecologiche, fisiche come la terra che interpretano su cui
intarsiare la contemporaneità, e riscoprire così
la lentezza di un passato intelligente, rileggendo testi scritti nei particolari di paesaggi morti.
E con esse trasformare la cura dei singoli (oggi
sembra suggerito e non solo concesso) e il timore di deficit municipali in progetto collettivo, la
concezione limitata di bene comune in un respiro senza confini nelle sezioni di latitudine, vertiginose U, nelle longitudini di fondovalle, mezzacosta e più su.
Luoghi che parlano a chi ascolta, voci di pietra
frantumata e ricomposta in strutture che non sono
muri, ma spazi di vita, con la fatica della conqui-

sta: non solo oggetti di cui si può dire, di cui si può
fare a meno con un colpo di benna.
Nota l’eclissi dello spazio sacro, da almeno due
millenni, da quando la fine del paganesimo ha
ceduto il passo al cosmopolitismo cristiano, il
luogo sembra sfiorato da spiriti soli, omonimi
come vento che li trasporta chissà dove.
Costruire un’agenda per la miope missione della
politica? Non è questo il punto, finché il Vallison
consente, meretrice disponibile, il disinvolto
ingresso delle spire velenose e meticcie della città
diffusa. Dovremo tenerla nascosta questa agenda,
fingere non ci sia mai stata, se gli esiti sono quelli che vediamo ogni giorno, e provare ad abitare
il bacino come tutto, come scrigno, come arte,
per ospiti graditi.

In Plain Sight: Printmaking from the Canadian
Prairies
My Beautiful
Domenico Patassini
(traduzione di Judy McGrath)
For quite some time now our friends from the
prairies of Manitoba (Canada) have been visiting
the Veneto foothills, looking at the county villa
squares cut by presumptuous urban sprawl, the
hilly Marostica landscape (still very much
attached to both its idioms and its ecosystems),
on the tracks of the gardens created by Porcinai
and the works of Carlo Scarpa. Their trips into
the Canale di Brenta (the valley of the
homonymous river that then flows into the
Venetian plain and on into the Adriatic) have
been meaningful. Their gaze has been held as
though by enchantment and jealousy, with the
underlying hope of gleaning recognition from
what lay before them and thereby achieving
inclusion.
In My Beautiful, Marc Trivier and John Berger
recognize in this hope what they define as
beauty; and that is the way that our friends from
the prairies seem to experience the valley when

they are in “exile” - when they are not here.
The Canale di Brenta is a magnet: it was a
magnet throughout the history of the numerous
frontiers that date back to antiquity; it is still a
magnet now because it is precious, somewhat
troubled.
It is often the case that one needs to be an exile
from a place in order to talk about it.
In exile the valley is the very life of those who
surrendered; it is the resistance of the survivors
in the memory of their forebears; it is the vanity
of being here now in a place of such worth. In
exile it is local history – precise and nervous,
insecure.
It is neighborly and enveloping, it narrates and
transforms its landmarks, its monuments: the
paths, the dwellings, the culture, springs and
streams. It is the flow of the river. It is, however,
vulnerable, this small and large space, this a
jewel case of twenty cubic kilometers of water,
land and air that moves in oscillations, both long
and brief; a casket that is susceptible to violation
at every step. This cycle is an inspiration for
projects, for possible territorial revival: from the
deepest wounds, such as the gaping chasms of

the quarries that seem from the sky monstrous
landslides to the notable absences, of which we
are reminded not only by the acoustic flows of
water diluted by traffic, but by the lack of signs
of public intervention, of small gestures and
rules and of common heritage.
Ecology here appears unprepared, though such a
wealth of hydraulic energy should be its
strength, its force. The populations and
institutions used to living in a frontier zone
should be able to ‘arm’ themselves - of cultural
and ecological armour, just as physical as the
earth for which they are interpreter and onto
which they may inlay modernity and rediscover
the slow pace of an intelligent past, through the
careful rereading of texts about the third, dead
landscapes.
Thus armoured, they could transform the care of
the single inhabitants (which now appears as a
proposal and not just a concession) and the fear
of municipal debt into a collective project; the
limited conception of a common good into one
deep, free breath along and up all the latitudes,
steep channels, the longitudes of the valley
mouth, the slopes, and the higher terrain.

These are places that speak to who is willing to
listen; voices of stone that has been shattered
and recomposed, with massive effort, in
structures that are not walls, but vital – life –
spaces. These are not just objects of which one
can talk dismissively, which could be done away
with in one fell swoop.
Sacred spaces disappeared at least two
thousand years ago, when paganism gave way
to Christian cosmopolitism: the valley now
seems touched by lonely spirits, like the wind
that transports them who knows where.
Create an agenda for the short-sighted mission
of the politicians? This is not the point, as long
as the Vallison, like a willing prostitute, allows
carefree entry to the venomous and hybrid
convolutions of the sprawl in the plains.
If the results are those that we see around us
every day, we should keep that agenda wellhidden, pretend it has never existed, and try to
live the valley as a whole, as a jewel case, as art,
for our welcome guests.

Marostica
Alcide Bertazzo, Sindaco
Maria Angela Cuman, Assessore alla Cultura
La nostra Città racchiude in sé gli aspetti rappresentativi della Regione Veneto: un territorio diviso tra la montagna e la pianura, ricco di storia e
di scorci naturalistici, dove l’industriosità e l’ingegno dei suoi abitanti hanno dato vita a realtà
economiche rilevanti e ad iniziative culturali significative.
Marostica ha origini molto antiche, come conferma il ritrovamento di alcuni reperti di epoca preromana e di un forte romano che sorgeva sul
Pauso. Sul Pausolino, invece, si innalza, dal periodo della dominazione Scaligera, il Castello Superiore collegato a quello Inferiore da una cinta
muraria che raccoglie tutto il centro storico.
Un’altra costruzione che risale al Medioevo è il

Palazzo del Doglione, detto anticamente Rocca
di Mezzo, prospiciente la piazza.
Interessante il centro storico, con la sua piazza, i
suoi castelli, la piacevole passeggiata che porta
al Castello Superiore attraversando un’incantevole area verde, la cinta muraria ancora ben integra nella sua struttura originaria, che racchiude
al suo interno angoli suggestivi, come la Scalinata
Carmini, le Chiese che custodiscono pregevoli
dipinti di Jacopo Bassano e di artisti del
Cinquecento, via Rialto, via S. Marco con l’omonima ex- chiesetta , dove trovano spazio numerose attività culturali, quali conferenze, concerti,
spettacoli di danza, mostre, rassegne musicali
come l’Autunno Musicale, la Primavera Musicale
con la partecipazione di importanti Cori Internazionali , il Suono del Sacro, Poesia In canto...
Fin dall’epoca della sua fondazione, fulcro della

Città sono il Castello Inferiore e la Piazza,dove si
svolgono le attività economiche, sociali e culturali
dei suoi abitanti con il mercato settimanale, le
fiere dell’artigianato e delle tradizioni popolari,
l’importante mostra internazionale degli Umoristi,
Marostica caffè, che rievoca la significativa figura di Prospero Alpini, la rinomata Mostra della
Ciliegia di Marostica, giunta quest’anno alla 64^
edizione. Per questo delizioso e saporito frutto,la
nostra Città, sede dell’Associazione Nazionale
Città delle Ciliegie, che raggruppa ben 30 città
italiane produttrici, può vantare il riconoscimento del marchio europeo IGP. La Piazza degli
Scacchi, dalla seconda metà del Novecento, è
diventa anche palcoscenico unico ed inimitabile
per spettacoli musicali, teatrali e di danza di grande valore artistico: una scenografia eccezionale,
dall’atmosfera magica e dalla bellezza antica. La

rievocazione storica della Partita a Scacchi con
personaggi viventi, che si svolge a settembre negli
anni pari, ha contribuito in modo significativo a
renderla celebre in tutto il mondo, suscitando
negli spettatori emozioni indimenticabili. Il gioco
degli scacchi è diventato un’altra nota caratteristica della nostra Città. Importanti Tornei
Internazionali di scacchi vengono organizzati dal
Circolo Scacchistico Marosticense, campione
nazionale dall’anno 2001, con la partecipazione di
giocatori noti a livello internazionale.
Ci auguriamo che questa, pur sintetica presentazione, contribuisca a far nascere nei lettori il
desiderio di conoscere e visitare la nostra Città,
che certamente saprà accoglierli con un caloroso benvenuto.

Marostica
The Mayor, Professor Alcide Bertazzo
and Councillor for Culture,
Professor Maria Angela Cuman
Marostica captures many characteristics associated with the Veneto region, a splendid landscape of mountains and plains with a rich cultural
history where, over time, the ingenuity and hard
work of many have brought about important economic developments and cultural initiatives. The
town has ancient origins, demonstrated by the
discovery of objects from pre-Roman times, and
a Roman fort which rises on the Pauso Hill. On
the nearby Pausolino Hill the 14th century Upper
Castle, connected to the Lower Castle by a wall
of fortification, embraces the community’s historic centre. The Palace of the Doglione, dating from
medieval times, overlooks the main piazza.

The historic centre is extraordinary, with its piazza and Lower Castle, a pleasant walk to the Upper
Castle through an attractive natural park, and
the surrounding wall, which still retains its original structure, encompassing a number of special
places. These include the Scalinata Carmini, churches housing valuable paintings by Jacopo
Bassano and other 16th century artists, Via Rialto,
Via San Marco, and the former San Marco church. This structure, now the community centre,
serves as the venue for exhibitions, concerts,
music festivals and conferences.
From earliest times the central feature of
Marostica has been the Lower Castle and Piazza
delgi Scacchi, where the community’s social, cultural and economic activities have historically
taken place. These include the weekly market,
craft and trade fairs, and important internatio-

nal exhibitions. Events of particular note include
the Marostican Coffee exhibition, commemorating the important role of Prospero Alpini in introducing the coffee plant to Europe, the international Humour exhibition, and Marostica’s Cherry
Festival, celebrates its 64th anniversary.
Our community, the headquarters for the National
Town Cherry Association and representing some
30 Italian producing towns, boasts IGP European
recognition.
Since the second half of the 20th century the
Piazza degli Scacchi has been the town’s public
stage for musical, theatrical and dance performances of great artistic value. Unquestionably,
it provides a setting of magical atmosphere and
ancient beauty. The historical commemoration
of the Chess Match With Living Characters, held
in September in even-numbered years, is a spec-

tacular event that has done much to establish
Marostica’s reputation the world over. As well,
international chess matches organized by the
Marostica Chess Group, national champions since
2001, attracts renowned players from many countries of the world. We encourage the reader to visit
and come to know our town, where all will be
warmly received.
On this special occasion, with the installation of
the In Plain Sight: Printmaking from the Canadian
Prairies exhibition at the Chiesetta di San Marco
gallery, representing six Canadian artists and their
stunning works, we extend our most sincere welcome and thank them for their contribution to the
cultural life of our community.
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EJ Howorth
Howorth’s passion has been printmaking throughout most of his artistic career. He holds Fine
Arts degrees from the University of Manitoba
and the University of North Dakota and apprenticed under Wilfredo Arcay in Paris.
He and Michael Schonke introduced water-based
screen printing to Druckwerkstatt/BBK in Berlin
in 1991.
For over 30 years he has exhibited locally, nationally and internationally, received numerous commissions and is a part of many public and private collections.
Howorth is currently a Full-time Lecturer in
Printmaking at the University of Manitoba’s
School of Art and serves as a member of the
Winnipeg Art Gallery’s Board of Governors.

decade in the Veneto’s Brenta Valley.

Angela Luvera
Born and educated in Italy, Luvera holds degrees
in painting, architecture and landscape architecture, and has been internationally recognized for her achievements in all three areas.
An active member of the Martha Street Studio
since 1990, Luvera maintains a multi-disciplinary practice in Winnipeg, which includes printmaking, painting and sculpture.
She has served as Visiting Artist at Southwest
Jaiotong University in China, where she also exhibited, and most recently was a finalist in the
Canadian national art competition for the
Richardson International Airport.
Her works are held in institutional and private collections in North America, Europe and Asia.
As Adjunct Professor in Landscape Architecture at
the University of Manitoba, she assisted in establishing the internationally recognized Italian
Studies Program which operated for almost a

Frank Mikuska
Having trained at the University of Manitoba
School of Fine Art in the 1950’s, Frank Mikuska
enjoyed an accomplished career as a graphic
artist, working with the CBC. Widely regarded
by his peers as one of the most formidable talents
of his era, Mikuska has, in the last few years, returned to his visual art practice, and undertaken
the exploration and development of his ideas in
both lithography and monoprint. Having achieved significant recognition, these works are held
in numerous public and private Canadian collections, and are an integral component of a
recent major acquisition of a large body of his
works by the Winnipeg Art Gallery.
Artist’s Statment
“Abstract thought is the ‘What If?’ of the mind!”
It is relevant to the art of making visualizations
of memories. The images I create as art attempt
to re-capture equivalents of life’s past experiences already locked in memory.
In the process of abstract thought my artworks
become non-judgmental entities, as an important tool in accepting life forces which often in
reality are difficult to understand.
My purpose is to nurture those inexplicable parts
of psyche that hold my beliefs/concepts of order
and function of life.
Underscore abstract thought in relation to myth
– belief – concepts – ego – alpha/omega – philosophy – spirituality – perspective – burdens/pleasures in growth…
My main focus lies in the base realities of image

Artist’s Statement
The work evolves from three evocative and familiar images; the natural landscape, agricultural
fields, and the prairie grid that bisects the land.
The superimposition of human patterns on the
land establishes a powerful tension between
organic form and formal geometry, a relationship which continues to intrigue me as an artist.
I begin with the square, echoing the prairie grid
and, in ancient times, the symbol of earth.
Overlaying this or other formal geometries are
natural and man-made textural forms achieved
through deeply etched copper plates, textures
intended to echo those of the Canadian prairies.

making, the cross-overs, manipulation of visual
forms which yield to personal perceptions.
In remembering, I tend to dwell on the intent of
experience equating those stored experiences
as visual or emotional identities. In truth, I am
bound by my “editing processes”, but escape from
time to time and wonder at the results of my
visual experiences. Imagined forms and content
appear for amusement. I have to discover, in
visual terms, new insights and variations which
invariably become links to my experiences.The
images maintain their original integrity even
though they alter my initial perceptions. They
bring to me an awareness of other elements of
style or intention.
The works serve as a metaphor; the metamorphosis implicates me in that reality.

Artist’s Statement
My current art uses a non-linear narrative to create a sensual environment.
The sequential placement of images sets up an
opportunity for the viewer to create their own narritive logic.
Process critically influences my work, both the way
I think and the way I create within a piece.
Individual media inform the style of my work and
the development of my visual concept.
My interest in print lies in the direct usage of the
framework (platform) to fuse technology and
creative intent.
Digital manipulation of visual material and the
ability for storage and retrieval fits perfectly into
the unique language of print.
It provides a platform for the fusion of design,
photo, unique mark-making, two-dimensional
and three-dimensional construction and the
orchestrated recall of retrievable matter.
I am driven by the desire to experiment with print
media. For many years, my work has dealt with the
fusion of contemporary and traditional methods

of printmaking. In my recent work, I have been
rediscovering the strengths of screen printing and
combining it with inkjet printing and direct hand
work.
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Chicago, Illinois; El Paso, Texas; Charlotte, North
Carolina; Indianapolis, Indiana; Rockford, Illinois;
cities throughout Australia; Maastricht, Holland;
and Kiev, Ukraine. Besides several public institutions such as The Winnipeg Art Gallery,
Department of External Affairs in Ottawa, and
the United States Information Agency,
Washington DC, his work is part of many corporate and private collections in both Canada and
the United States, including: Prudential Life
Insurance Co., Miller Brewing Company, Esso
Resources, College of Physicians and Surgeons
in Manitoba, Nova Corporation, Archer
Communications, C.P.Rail, Trimac Corporation,
and Pitblado, Buchwald, Asper. In 2006 he was
artist in residence at Kulturmodell in Passau,
Germany where he had a solo exhibition titled:
Landscapes, Gods and Animals.
He maintains a website at: www.williampura.com
William Pura
William Pura was born in Manitoba, Canada and
received his Bachelor of Fine Arts from the
University of Manitoba followed by a Master's
of Fine Arts degree from Indiana University in
the U.S. He subsequently returned to Manitoba
where he has taught Printmaking, Drawing and
Painting at the University of Manitoba School
of Art.
William Pura has exhibited widely in Canada and
internationally. Locally he has had solo exhibitions at the Winnipeg Art Gallery and the
Centennial Concert Hall as well as private galleries such as the Thomas Gallery, and the
Uptown Gallery. He has been included in many
international exhibitions in centres such as

Ewa Tarsia
Recently honoured by a mebership to the Royal
Canadian Academy of Arts, Ms Tarsia’s artworks
have been widely exhibited and have received
international award recognition. They are held
in numerous private and public collections all
over the world. Working primarily in a monoprint
technique of her own devising. Tarsia is known for
her diverse colour pallet and her unique use of
texture.

Artist’s Statment
My work reflects the intimacy I share, and have
always shared with landscape forms, abstract textures, colour, shape, and light. My sensitivity to
these elements and larger arenas of life and nature is translated through the medium of printmaking and painting. In this artistic language I
am able to animate my perceptions and explore
the transience of time, the character of night
and day, and memories of past seasons. The images that ensue are both documents and discoveries, bridged by the fundamental element of
process. The successive stages of my projects can
be planned but never fully predicted, as they
depend on inner impulses and my interactions
with the ever-changing environment. In this
negotiation the dictates of my emotions and
thoughts steer the ship, reacting to, but never surrendering to external circumstances. I do what I
find important at a given instant, and allow
instinct to animate the direction of my work. Artmaking is my vocation and inspiration, and I use

Artist’s Statment
The images in this exhibition were selected from
my recent work exploring the landscape beyond
the city. As an artist who has worked in painting
as well as a range of printmaking media these
images are selected from new works using digital technology.
As with much of my recent work with the landscape the human presence is evident but never
explicit. The vagaries of weather and the subtle
shadings of the light in the prairie environment
have all contributed to my feeling of the poetry of
this space. A space of extremes where the horizon
seems to recede almost endlessly and yet formations close by can be equally fascinating.

it as medicine and meditation. Maintaining the
rawness of this energy in the slow, deliberate
medium of printmaking and painting is a challenge and opportunity. My present work seeks
to connect these two ends, exploring process to
extend and suspend the in-between. I have never
practiced philosophical reflection as a prop of
my work, but have always recognized the need
to record my process and chart my practice. The
memories of every decision, choice and thought
are inscribed on my printing plates, and I seek
to share that dimension with my audience.
I will elevate creative activities to the rank of the
finished work, and open the energy of my procedures. Through this revelation, I seek to push
my work beyond the product into a place it can
live.
This approach opens itself to contingency and
change, which are manifested in the content and
language of my work. Through this process, the
domain in which my art circulates has broadened to include archetypal areas:, entering an imaginary region where I'm able to bridge my thoughts and emotions with others through shared
channels of the universal. Poised between emotions and formal questions, my creative world
moves between a vibrant human cosmos and an
abstract domain of forms and shapes.

Artist’s Statment
even water under the bridge carries silt…
and it may go
wherever May goes
waning moon
and all.
swallowed tears may drown the man
and still
not everything that is lost in this
was ever found.

Calvin Yarush
A visual artist, designer, curator, and educator,
Calvin Yarush has based his artistic practice primarily in Winnipeg, Canada for over 20 years,
exploring the theory of drawing, print, and the
delineation of spatial and emotional territory.
He has lectured, exhibited, and placed paintings,
printwork and sculpture into public, corporate,
and private collections in Canada, the United
States, and Europe.
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Exhibition Context
Angela Luvera and Alex Rattray
Exactly 10 years ago the catalogue accompanying
an exhibition of student work at the Istituto
Universitario di Architettura di Venezia, undertaken in the Brenta Valley beginning in 1993,
included the following statement:
“The act of design is viewed as a fundamentally
cultural activity in the Faculty of Architecture at
the University of Manitoba.
In this light, the Studio della Valle del Brenta is
seen as a significant opportunity to engage students in design activities in a foreign milieu.
For more than 2000 years the unique geography
and history of the Brenta Valley people has
intertwined with the story of the Veneto region
as a whole.
The Valley’s regional pride is reflected in its life,
lore and landscape, making the place a fertile
ground for creativity and learning.”
Those “design activities in a foreign milieu”

unquestionably enriched the lives of all who participated, both personally and professionally.
Now, a decade later, and again from the Canadian
prairies, a different artistic expression, that of
printmaking, adds its voice to the dialogue
between the two cultures. In this instance, six
master artists from the Canadian prairies share
their perceptions of a dramatically different environment; the prairie landscape of central Canada.
This extension of the earlier bi-cultural exchanges
is seen as an exciting new dimension to that
which has gone before, and one that may lead
to other, more ambitious art related initiatives
in the future.
Again, we are indebted to those from the Veneto
region for their support, now including the City
of Marostica and its Council and, once again, the
University IUAV, Faculties of Planning and
Architecture which are central to the success of
this latest initiative.

organic forms

receding horizons

beyond the city

sensual environments
formal geometry
prairies
non-linear narrative
abstract thought

Martha Street Studio
Sheila Spence, Executive Director
Martha Street Studio is a community-based printmaking facility, located in Winnipeg’s Historic
Exchange District. Its 4000 square foot production space, studio, sales area and gallery occupy
a fully renovated heritage structure. It offers the
artistic community equipment, facilities and support to produce, exhibit and disseminate cuttingedge print-based work on a local, national and
international level. The studio offers the public
access to classes both in traditional and digital
printing processes, and runs ongoing outreach
programs with youth and aboriginal artists. The
gallery facility presents a unique selection of
visual artwork from emerging and master arti-

sts, both local and international.
Martha Street Studio is gaining a reputation
nationally as a new model for a printmaking facility.
Unlike traditional facilities, Martha Street artists
ardently “bend the rules” associated with printmaking. Few artists edition work, for example, tending to produce monotypes and monoprints. As
well, the studio recognizes digital work in the
printmaking paradigm, and houses a 44” digital printer for artists’ production.
Artists who are primarily painters, collage makers,
collaborative workers and photo-based, all produce and exhibit work at Martha Street Studio,
elsewhere in Canada and abroad.

digital manipulation

language of print

Da lontano
Angela Luvera and Alex Rattray
Esattamente dieci anni fa un catalogo raccoglieva i lavori svolti dagli studenti nel Canale di
Brenta a partire dal 1993.
Nel catalogo che accompagnava la mostra presso l’Istituto Universitario di Architettura di
Venezia si diceva: “Il progetto è considerato fondamentalmente come attività culturale nella
Facoltà di Architettura dell’Università di
Manitoba. In questa prospettiva, lo studio della
Valle del Brenta (così si chiamava il workshop pluriennale) è una significativa opportunità in un
milieu inedito per gli studenti. Per più di 2000
anni geografia e storia delle popolazioni della
Valle si sono intrecciate con quelle della Regione
Veneto. La fierezza della Valle è riflessa dalla sua
vita, dalla cultura e dal paesaggio e trasforma i
luoghi in un fertile campo per creatività e apprendimento”.

Landscape Architecture and Environmental
Planning in Iuav University of Venice (Italy)
Landscape Architecture
Faculty of Architecture
working with landscapes at different scales: planning and design of housing, urban functions, facilities, such as public space, sport and city parks;
design and planning of areas dedicated to large
infrastructures.
Environmental Planning and Policy Making
Faculty of Planning
dealing with environment, protection, and development issues in contemporary cities; coping
strategies with climatic changes, energy consumption and efficiency, sustainability in urban
and rural contexts.

Il “progetto in un milieu inedito” ha arricchito la
vita di chi vi ha partecipato, sia sul piano personale che professionale. Dopo dieci anni, e nuovamente dalle praterie canadesi, una diversa
espressione artistica, la produzione a stampa,
aggiunge la sua voce al dialogo fra le due culture. Così, sei maestri condividono le loro percezioni di un ambiente del tutto diverso, il paesaggio
delle praterie del Canada centrale. Questa dilatazione dello scambio bi-culturale è considerata
una eccitante dimensione del passato che può
condurre altrove, verso future iniziative artistiche.
Siamo ancora debitori agli amici del Veneto, oggi
anche del Comune di Marostica e del suo
Consiglio, all’Università Iuav di Venezia, alle
Facoltà di pianificazione del territorio e di architettura, decisive per il successo di questa iniziativa.

In Plain Sight: Printmaking from the Canadian
Prairies brings together a group of artists who are
linked in geographical terms, but who are from
diverse backgrounds. They are brought together
through association with Martha Street Studio,
and their works create a richly textured rendition of both contemporary printmaking and the
experience of the Canadian prairies. The artists
included are selected for their particular approaches to our prairies landscape; representational
and abstract.
Visual art from the Canadian prairie stands apart
from visual art originating in other Canadian geographic locations.
The prairies are known for their vastness, the
never-ending horizon line, the open space and the
extreme seasonal climate changes. In urban prairie centres buildings are often close to the ground,
streets are wide and population on the streets is
sparse. All of these factors inform the visual art
created on the Canadian prairie.
The exhibition includes the work of EJ Howorth,
Angela Luvera, Frank Mikuska, Bill Pura, Ewa
Tarsia and Calvin Yarush. All of these artists live

and work in Winnipeg, a centre known in Canada
for its visual arts culture.
As is often the case in Canada, these artists come
from diverse backgrounds, Luvera and Tarsia are
immigrants to Canada and the prairies, while
Howorth, Mikuska, Pura and Yarush are not more
than one or two generations away from their families’ roots in other distant landscapes.
The influence of the prairie surroundings is evidenced in the works of all of these artists. All bend
the traditional rules usually attributed to printmaking.
Luvera, Mikuska, Tarsia and Yarush mostly work in
monoprints and monotypes, rarely , if ever, creating an edition. Howorth works with a combination of digital printing and screenprinting. Pura,
who is also known for his paintings and musical
compositions, is represented in these exhibitions
with photographs of the prairie landscape.
The exhibitions are co-coordinated by Angela
Luvera, represented in these exhibitions, and
Sheila Spence, Executive Director of Martha Street
Studio.

